IPMS Prison City Modelers

The Roll Call
October 2015

Scuttlebutt from the president :
Hello fellow modelers!

First, let me
start off with a huge
THANK YOU to everyone who helped make
our model contest a
resounding success!!
Special thanks to our
esteemed contest
chairman, Mark
Gerges. I received so
many positive comments from visitors
about our club and our
contest. It is a lot of
work to put on our
show, but it's worth it
when the results are
so great. Thanks
again!!
We are about to
enter the "winter doldrums" for contests.

There is one in Columbia, MO next month,
then nothing in the area
until next spring--giving
you time to finish lots of
stuff!!
At our meeting
this month, we will discuss using the internet
Shane, Dear Leader, who
for modeling. If you
is
a perfect incarnation of
have some websites
the appearance that a
you use a lot in our
leader should have
hobby, please bring the
information about it to
our meeting. We will
compile a reference list
for next month's newsber, with the elecletter.
tion in December.
For club business--remember, ofHope to see you
ficer nominations are
Wednesday!
coming up in NovemShane.

Club Officers, 2015
Shane Curtis, President
jsc9123@yahoo.com
Timothy Moran, Vice President
tmmoran@yahoo.com
Ed Burgess, Treasurer
edwinthink@gmail.com
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mgerges@kc.rr.com
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Last meeting recap:
The September meeting was focused on last minute preparations for the chapter’s contest on 19 September.
Members reviewed our contest checklist, and then conducted a judging clinic to brush up on IPMS standards for the
contest.
While there are no photos from the meeting, here are a couple of photos from the contest. Full photos
should be posted on the IPMS webpage shortly, and we’ll place a link on our webpage.

Best of Show Automotive; Judge’s Grand
Award

Best of Show Aircraft; Best Theme Award
1940; People’s Choice Award

Mike Baugher, ’60 Ford Starlinger

Bill Pettyjohn, Arado AR-196 on catapult

Request for Assistance
Donations for School of New Beginnings, Lansing, Kansas
Tim Fincham and Doug Hall are accepting donations for The School of New Beginnings Plastic Model Building Differentiated Education Program. They accept kits you do not intend to build, old built models or “clunkers”
that you have, parts of all kinds and supplies. Please give to Doug Hall or Tim Fincham at the meetings.
New Beginnings works with students K – 12 with learning disorders, emotional challenges, and some have
been trouble with the law. Plastic modeling provides an opportunity to be creative and keep hands busy with a medium that is new to many of them.
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Birthdays for October
Steven Holden:
Brooks Lyles:

14 Oct
27 Oct

contest recap-cont.
Top to bottom:

Best of Show Ships:
Richard Sliwka, USS Gantier, Fast Attack Ship
Best of Show Military Vehicles:
Paul Reeb, Vickers Mk VI
1st Place Naval, 1/1351 and smaller:
Robert Folden, IJN Yamato

Treasurer’s reporT
From Ed Burgess, chapter treasurer:
2015 club finances
Beginning balance, 1Jan:

$1399.49

Checking acct set-up
-$18.00
Club dues received:
$50.00
Contest expenses:
Trophies from USDB -$121.00
Trophies to build:
-$398.11
Venue:
-$490.00
Sponsorship:
$45.00
Vendor tables:
$110.00
Raffle
$140. 00
Model registrations:
$971.00
End September balance:
$2044.49
Pending expenses October-December:
Club charter fee:
-$30.00
Renewal of web domain:
-$20.00
As part of our annual chapter renewal, we publish the club finances for our members’ information. Any questions or concerns, please
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Diorama foliage
made from paper
Let’s return to the
subject of fabricating
dioramas, once again.
And in particular, the aspect of
making foliage, i.e. weeds, plant life,
leaves on trees, et cetera. Made
from white bond paper, or printer
paper as we call it. However, photo #1 is a no show. So the first
example is making a tree in 1:35th
scale. See photo #2.

In my back yard is a lilac
bush. I dig up roots from its base
to use in making trees. I think
these roots are just about the right
diameter for a 1:35th scale tree —
of the type in photo #2. It is easy
to use Super Glue to attach various
roots together to form tree limbs.
Be sure to use a dull coat liquid to
take away the sheen from the Super Glue joint. Look at photo #3,
you see I’ve folded a portion of
bond paper and drew in a leaf pattern with a pencil. Then I lay the
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paper flat and use the X-acto knife
to cut out the individual leaves. In
this case they are red, so they
would show up better. And with a
tree in 1:35th scale, I use Elmer’s
Glue, or white glue to attach each
paper leaf to the tree limbs. This is
done before I paint the leaves. Past
experience has shown me this is
the best way to do it. When the
Elmer’s Glue is set up, I mix the
acrylic paints for the particular season, meaning spring, summer, or fall
and paint the leaves individually to
depict the season. Time consuming?
Yes, but I keep in mind this point,
regarding contest winning dioramas,
. . . “The Devil is in the Details”.
Each aspect of a diorama must be
fabricated to the same high standard.
With photo #4 you see
tropical foliage. So many of the
WWII campaigns involving the
American GIs were fought in the
South Pacific. Tropical foliage can
be very colorful. And we all know
that color attracts the eye. Photo
#5 shows the way I fabricate jungle
foliage. These pieces were for a
1:16th scale figure of a WWII US
Naval pilot. He was standing in the
bush with his 45 pistol in hand and
a cigar in his mouth. First I make a
pattern for various tropical large
leaves, as seen in photo #5 by the
three unpainted patterns I cut from
thicker card stock. Then I use a
pencil to trace around each card

stock pattern onto a piece of white bond
paper. Photo #6 shows a variety of
“elephant ears” that are quite colorful.
Of course, I capture these photos from
the internet.

The next two examples, photo
#7 and #8, are from a small vignette. I
made cattails using two diameters of
plastic rod. —continued next page—
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Jayhawk journal, part 2
The green long tapered leaves were cut
from bond paper and painted before being attached. Those pieces were imbedded in the bed of a liquid acrylic stream.
The final image, photo #9 shows a close
up of paper leaves used to make a 1:35th
scale tree in the autumn season.

Memorial Model donation
Diane Reinhart contacted the club in late August with items to donate on behalf of her late husband
Jim. Jim was a long time model builder who died in 2012. He building focused on ships and artillery pieces,
but from the collection of tools, must have included aircraft and model rockets also. Diane donated Jim’s
collection and his remaining tools and supplies to the club, and this donation has benefited us in a number of
avenues.
A dozen ship models and artillery pieces went to the School of New Beginnings in Lansing for their
Friday model building and painting program. Chapter member Tim Fincham reports that the children have
repainted the models, and learned new skills in the process.
A few items that were new and unopened from Jim’s tool collection were added to the raffle items
for our contest and are now being used by modelers throughout the Midwest. The final items, including
some ship-building tools, wooden bases, and miscellaneous supplies that could not be used in the raffle will
be brought to the October meeting for our members to put back into use.
Thank you Diane for your donation, and our condolences on your loss and I hope that the thought
that Jim’s passion in the hobby has now been passed on to others with this donation is a comfort.
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Member articles
Making barbed wire and tow
cables in 1:35th scale. Mark
Gerges and illustrations by Rick
Brownlee

If modeling a First World
War diorama, an essential item has
to be barbed wire--and plenty of it.
The photo etched barbed wire available is perfect for modern, razor
wire or barbed tape wire. However, being two dimensional it is too
fine and does not have the prominent barbs that century old barbed
wire has. Barbed wire, invented in
the United States in 1867, changed
agriculture because it inexpensively
allowed the large scale restraining of
cattle that was impracticable with
wooden fences. It was not long before its military uses became apparent, and it was used during the siege
of Santiago during the Spanish
American War, and extensively
used during the Russo-Japanese
War in 1905. By the beginning of
the Great War, it had become ubiquitous in creating field fortifications
of all combatants. The barbed wire
of the era was made from twisting
two or three strands of wire together, with shorter pieces weaved
into the twist, their cut-off ends
protruding and making the crossing
of the wire painful. The three dimensional aspect of the wire is impossible to replicate in photoetched, and to have enough for a
diorama would be expensive. So to
make an accurate representation, it
was off to the internet, and after
some searching, I found a technique

that creates realistic barbed wire for WWI
dioramas through the Vietnam era in place
of concertina wire.
You’ll need a few items— an 18
inch wooden board, five or six wood
screws, some fine copper wire, a nail
punch or large drill bit, wire cutters,
popsicle stick, and a hand drill (either
something like an X-Acto hand drill or a
wood working brace). If you don’t have
one, you can
make do with a
piece of wood.
A power drill
might work, but
you need to be
very careful to
keep the speed
slow.
STEP
1: Draw a line
down the middle of your board. Using the punch or drill
bit, drill a series of holes every 1/4 inch
along the center line until within an inch of
either end. Only make the holes about ¼
inch deep—no need to go all the way
through the board. Now screw three
screws on one end of the board—one on
the center line, and two about ½ inch from
the center one on either side. Screw another screw on the other end of the board
along the center line, and retain the remaining screw for later.
STEP 2: Cut three pieces of fine
copper wire, 1 ½ times the length of your
board, so mine is about 24-30 inches long. I
used 26 gauge copper wire from Hobby
Lobby, but even finer gauge wire is available.
It is important that it has good tensile
strength, since you will be pulling on it pretty hard. Take the first piece, and wrap the
end around one of the three screws at the
far end; and repeat with the other two pieces of wire at the opposite end, so that you

have one piece of wire on each screw.
STEP 3: Gather the free ends of
the wire, and pass it through a loop that you
have chucked into the end of the hand drill. I
use a small screw eye, but you could easily
make a loop with a piece of brass wire. Loop
the three wires into the hand drill, and with a
friend holding down the board (or attach it
to the table with a clamp), begin to twist the
drill. You should get a nice, even braiding of
the three wires into a cable, and as you continue to work the drill, the twists of the wire
will become smaller and tighter. When you
are satisfied, remove the bit from the drill,
and pull the —continued next page—
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wire as tight as you can and then twist
it off on the single screw at the opposite end to hold it in place. I found a
second screw an inch or so in front of
the single one, allows you to keep tension on the cable better.
Note—if you are making a
tow cable, your work is done. Cut the
cable off the screws; cut off the plastic
ends from a kit provided tow cable,
drill out the end of the plastic parts,
and superglue your cable in place.
STEP 4: Now comes the
monotonous part. I use a three inch
piece of Popsicle stick with a section of
wire wrapped around it as a bobbin
and to save my fingers from getting cut
by the copper wire. Start at one end,
and place the punch (or drill bit) into a
hole in the board. Wrap the bobbin’s
wire around the cable three times
tightly, and then using the punch as a
spacer, go around the punch with the
wire, and twist the wire off on the
cable three times, ending in the opposite direction. Remove the punch, and
place it in the next hole but on the
opposite side of the cable. Again, use
the punch as a spacer, and twist the
wire around the cable three times.
What you are doing is making alternat-

ing loops, using the punch to keep
them even. When you look at it from
the top, you should see your wire making a wave pattern along the loop.
Make sure you pull the three loops
around the cable tight to keep the loop
in place. If the three loops are not
tight together, use a pair of tweezers
to pinch them together. With the fine
gauge of the wire, pulling it tight with
your finger will cut in, but the wooden
Popsicle stick will save your fingers.
Step 5: When you come to
the end, use the wire cutters to cut the
wire off. If your cable is longer than
your board, you still have some cable
needing loops. Loosen the one end of
the cable, and move it into the work
area—I keep another screw to place in
the center of the board so I could easily tie off the cable and then complete
the loops.
Step 6: After completing all
the loops, remove the cable from the
jig. Use your wire cutter to cut off the
loops, leaving a 1/16 to 1/8 inch of the
wire protruding to each side. When
you are finished, you’ll notice the barbs
sticking to your fingers, workbench,
other items and itself—you’ve made
real barbed wire!

Wasting time on the web
Among the numerous websites devoted to techniques, many manufactures
have upload videos to help you use their products better. One example is
Archer Fine Transfers. Along with the normal catalogue of products, they
have videos on using their products, special situations such as applying it
over Zimmerit, making water decals from their dry transfers, etc. Check
out the list on their website at http://www.archertransfers.com/
PAGE_Instructions.html.
Some of their more interesting new items include eye ball transfers, as well
as various tattoos for your figures.

Note: keeping the cable and
wire as tight as possible on the jig is important. Also, do not worry if a barbs
slides a little to one side or the other.
You’ll never notice on the final product.
Due to all the surfaces, a liquid blackener is useful to dull the surface before
painting.

Look at that overspray?! Does he know what
kind of arguments he is setting up at future
contests?

Thoughts taken out of context:

“You aren’t naming the library
for me? I don’t care if it is
named for a president of the
United States— did he go
here? ”
A missing club member during our
contest.
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Club Demo Schedule
Please volunteer for a demo. We 2016:
particularly in need of canopy
20 January:
masking and metallic finishes on
17 February:
aircraft.
21 October: What’s on the web!
18 November: Nominations of officers
16 December: Election of officers

IPMS Prison City Modelers
Meetings:
third Wednesday of the month
at the Leavenworth Public Library
417 Spruce Street, Leavenworth

W E’ RE ON THE WEB—

Our congratulations to Region 5 IPMS coordinator Kelly Quirk on being named IPMS Coordinator of the Year for 2015. This is Kelly’s third
award— 2011, 2013, and now 2015!

HTTP: / /
LEAVENWORTHMODELERSCLUB . ORG/

Upcoming events:
14 November 2015: TIGERCON 2015. Hickman High School, 1104 N Providence Road,
Columbia, Mo. http://www.cmsm-ipms.org/tigercon, Central Missouri Scale Modelers,
TigerCon Coordinator, centralmissouriscalemodelers@gmail.com
12 March 2016: KCCON 2016. Kansas City First Church of the Nazarene, 11811 State Line
Road, Kansas City. http://www.ipmsgreatplains.org/ IPMS Great Plains Stuart Malone ,
816 560 8282
2 April 2016: OMAHCON 2016. Strategic Air and Space Museum, 28210 W Park Hwy, Ashland, NE. http://fortcrookipms.com/ IPMS Ft. Crook, Scott Hackney 402-861-1999.
23 April 2016: FLEACON 12. Monticello Berndes Center, 766 North Main Street, Monticello,
Iowa 52310. www.lippischmodelclub.org, IPMS Cedar Rapids Dr Alexander Lippisch.
11-12 June 2016: Heartland Model Car Nationals. Overland Park Convention Center
6000 College Blvd, Overland Park. KC Slammers, Vern Lyon, 913-522-9170.
17 September 2016: 9th Annual LEAVENWORTH MODEL SHOW, http://
leavenworthmodelersclub.org/contest/ 109 Delaware Street, Leavenworth, KS. Mark
Gerges, mgerges@kc.rr.com. (913) 680-0066. Special theme: to be determined

Need a club
polo shirt
or hat?
contact the
secretary to
order.
Want to carpool to one of
these shows? Bring it up at
the meeting, or send a group
message.
Have any ideas for new features, or have something to
contribute? Send it to me.:
mgerges@kc.rr.com

